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G U ID E TO THE 2 0 2 2 P R O V I N C I A L E L E C T I O N

Introduction
In June 2022, people in Ontario will be
able to vote on who will lead the
provincial government for the next
four years.
The results of this election will impact
the daily lives of Black people across
the province.
Will our children get to learn in safe
and inclusive environments? Will our
jobs pay us enough to support our
families? Will we be able to afford a
place to live? Will we continue to be
stopped, questioned, charged,
arrested, assaulted and killed by
police?
We focussed on these areas because
These things depend in part on

these are the most important to the

decisions made by the provincial

freedom, health, and general well-

government.

being of Black people in Ontario.

In this document, the Black Legal

The document only reflects whether

Action Centre (BLAC) outlines what

a party has taken a public position in

the major political parties say they

support of an issue. It does not

are planning to do to address anti-

necessarily mean that they have

Black racism in education,

come out against it.

employment, housing, health and
criminal justice.

We hope you find it helpful.
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Education
In the Greater Toronto Area, teachers and administrators are more likely
to stream Black high school students into special education and applied
programs.
Teachers and administrators are also more likely to suspend and expel
Black students. At the Toronto District School Board, for example, Black
students make up 12% of the student population but 48% of all
expulsions.
When lesson plans and educators do not reflect of the lives, histories
and communities of Black youth, it can lead to students becoming
disengaged.
Black students are less likely to go to college and university than white
and other racialized students. In 2016, Black people aged 23 to 27 were
reported to be less likely than other people in that age group to have a
post-secondary certificate, diploma or degree.

"BLACK STUDENTS DESERVE ... ALL
THE OPPORTUNITIES THAT EVERY
OTHER STUDENT GETS ACROSS THIS
PROVINCE AND ACROSS THIS
COUNTRY."
Claudette Rutherford (Parents of Black Children)
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At A Glance
EDUCATION

CONSERVATIVE
PARTY

GREEN PARTY

LIBERAL PARTY

NEW
DEMOCRATIC
PARTY

End streaming

Ensure lesson
plans and
educators
reflect the lives,
histories and
communities of
Black youth

Develop and/or
implement a
strategy to
combat antiBlack racism in
schools

Make postsecondary
education
more
affordable
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Education
CONSERVATIVE PARTY

GREEN PARTY

Commit $175 million for a nine-

End streaming and eliminate

month tutoring campaign to “help

standardized EQAO tests

students get back on track”

Update the curriculum to include
discussions of anti-Black racism,
2SLGBTQIA+ prejudice, and
discrimination
Work with school boards to ensure
recruitment and retention practices
for staff are transparent and reflect
the diversity of Ontario’s population
Make the collection and reporting of
race-based data for students,
teachers and staff mandatory
Implement standard procedures
around the reporting of incidents of
racism
Ensure that culturally relevant and
responsive programming is included
in mandatory staff training
Convert loans to grants for low and
middle income students and
eliminate interest charges on
student debt
Provide free tuition for 60,000
students training or retraining in
green sectors, specifically targeting
women, Indigenous people and
racialized communities
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Education
LIBERAL PARTY
End streaming and eliminate
standardized EQAO tests
Revive the anti-Black racism strategy to
address racism in schools
Increase subsidies for 100,000 lowincome families and children with
special needs to access summer camps
and programming
Hire more teachers, special education
workers and mental health
professionals
Cap class sizes for all grades at 20
students
Give grants that post secondary
students don't have to pay back
Keep costs of tuition from rising
Eliminate interest on loans for college
and university
Increase support for apprenticeships

NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY
End streaming and eliminate
standardized EQAO tests

Hire more teachers and education workers,

Implement procedures for reporting

including mental health and child-and-

incidents of racism and resources for

youth workers

students who experience racism

Cap class sizes at 26 for full-day

Set out standard policies around racial

kindergarten, 24 for grades 4 through 8,

equity training for education workers

and high school classes for an unspecified

Implement an anti-racism strategy in

number

schools and post-secondary institutions

Retroactively wipe out student loan interest

Increase funding for special education

Create thousands of new, paid co-op and

Convert students loans into grants

internship opportunities for young people
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Employment/Income
When the $14-per-hour minimum wage was implemented in 2018, the
wage gap between men and women across all racialized groups got
smaller. On an hourly basis, the estimated increases for Black women
(4.9%) and racialized women (4.7%) outpaced those for non-racialized
men (3.4%).
In Canada, 20.7% of Black people between the ages of 25 and 59 have
low-income, compared to 12.0% of similarly aged adults. In Ontario, the
percentages of people who are low-income are: Arab (40.6%), West
Asian (36.1%), Korean (31.4%), Black (24.1%), Chinese (22.2%), Latin
American (19.9%), Southeast Asian (18.4%), and South Asian (18.0%) as
opposed to 11.5% of non-racialized people.
According to the most recent statistics, the unemployment rate is 12.5%
for Black Canadians and 6.9% for white Canadians. In Ontario, racialized
women are 43% more likely to be unemployed than non-racialized men.
Racialized men are 24% more likely to be unemployed than nonracialized men.
Racialized people are over-represented in part-time and precarious
employment that is characterized by lower wages, lack of benefits, and
job insecurity.
In 2015, the median wage of Black men aged 25 to 59 was $15,000 lower
than that of other men ($56,000).

"ACCORDING TO THE PROVINCE’S OWN
DEFINITION, ALL PEOPLE ON SOCIAL
ASSISTANCE LIVE IN DEEP POVERTY."
Ricardo Tranjan (Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives)
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At A Glance
EMPLOYMENT/INCOME

CONSERVATIVE
PARTY

GREEN PARTY

LIBERAL PARTY

NEW
DEMOCRATIC
PARTY

Increase the
minimum wage

Protect people
with precarious
employment
(e.g. gig
workers)

Increase the
number of paid
sick days

Provide
everyone with
a minimum
income level,
regardless of
their
employment
status
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Employment/Income
CONSERVATIVE PARTY
Increase the minimum wage by $0.50
Increase funding for Skilled Trades
Strategy and Employment Ontario
over three years
Increase the maximum benefit for
the Low-income Individuals and
Families (LIFT) Credit from $850 to
$875. At least some of the credit
could be claimed for individuals who
have a net income up to $50,000 and
families with a net income up to
$82,500

GREEN PARTY
Raise the minimum wage by $1 every
year, starting with $16 in 2022, with a
top up in cities where the cost of
living is higher
Strengthen rights and protections for
gig and temporary workers

Phase in Basic Income

Provide all workers with full and

Double ODSP and OW rates and

equal access to employment rights

reduce aggressive claw backs

and benefits programs, as well as

Expand and invest in apprenticeship

equal pay for equal work, regardless

and training programs

of whether the employee is

Implement a Well-being Measures

permanent, part-time, temporary, or

Act to identify indicators of

casual

economic, social and environmental

Provide 10 paid, job-protected sick

well-being of people, communities

days for all workers

and ecosystems in Ontario
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Employment/Income
LIBERAL PARTY

NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY

Raise the minimum wage to $16 an hour

Raise the minimum wage by $1 every

and then develop a living wage that

year to $20 per hour by 2026

factors in the cost of living in different

Ensure that part-time, temporary and

regions of the province

contract workers get the same wages,

Give workers, including self-employed,

protections and benefits

gig, contract, and creative workers

Prevent gig and contract workers from

access to high-quality, affordable

being misclassified as independent

benefits

contractors when they are actually

Provide 10 paid, job-protected sick days

employees

for all workers

Provide 10 paid personal emergency

As part of a Basic Income pilot, increase

leave days for all workers

ODSP and OW by 10% in 2022, and ODSP

Increase OW and ODSP by 20% in 2022

by another 10% by 2023,

Re-start the Ontario Basic Income pilot

Increase amount of OAS top-up by up to

Recruit youth and equity deserving

$1,000 a year, and increase the income

communities into skilled trades

eligibility threshold to $25,000 for single

Launch a COVID-19 emergency business

seniors and $50,000 for couples

fund for Black-owned small businesses

Provide $10 million in grants for Black

and entrepreneurs and others who have

entrepreneurs and small businesses

faced systemic barriers to accessing

Remove HST on prepared meals under

capital

$20 like meals at restaurants or to-go

Freeze income taxes for 4 years on low

counters

and middle income families, including
people making less than $200,000
annually
Enforce and strengthen the
Employment Standards Act to ensure
that workers cannot be fired without
cause
Work to recognize the skills and
credentials of foreign-educated
workers, with a focus on health care
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Housing
Black tenants across Canada experience anti-Black racism from
landlords. For example, landlords may refuse to rent to a Black tenant,
or impose additional financial barriers to renting (e.g. increasing first
and last month’s rent). There is evidence that the darker a Black person
is, the more likely they are to experience discrimination in the housing
market.
In 2018, 29.0% of Canada’s Black population were living in unsuitable
housing; i.e., their dwellings had too few bedrooms for the size and
composition of their households. Only 9.4% of other Canadians were
living in unsuitable housing.
In 2016, 20.6% of Black Canadians were living in housing below
standards; i.e., their housing costs were more than they could afford,
was crowded, and/or required major repairs. Only 7.7% of white
Canadians were living in housing below standards. 12.9% of Black
Canadians were living in crowded conditions, compared to 1.1% of white
Canadians. 28.6% of Black Canadians were living in unaffordable
housing, compared to 16.1% of white Canadians.
Racialized people experience greater rates of homelessness.

"INTERNATIONAL LAW STATES THAT
CANADA MUST WORK TOWARDS
MAKING SURE EVERYONE HAS ACCESS
TO ADEQUATE AND AFFORDABLE
HOUSING."
Ontario Human Rights Commission
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At A Glance
HOUSING

CONSERVATIVE
PARTY

GREEN PARTY

LIBERAL PARTY

NEW
DEMOCRATIC
PARTY

Reinstate rent
control

Increase the
supply of
affordable
homes

Address the
factors that
contribute to
housing being
unaffordable
(e.g. vacant
homes,
multiple
homes)

Provide
subsidies to
people who
can't afford
housing costs
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Housing
CONSERVATIVE PARTY
Build 1.5 million homes in 10 years
Issue zoning orders to speed up
construction
Increase non-resident (foreign buyers)
speculation tax from 15% to 20%
Launch new consultations about
increasing “missing middle” housing,
including supports for multigenerational
housing, access to financing for not-forprofit developers and the housing needs
of rural and northern communities

GREEN PARTY
Launch a province-wide multiple
Reinstate rent controls on all units to

homes speculation tax and vacant

regulate rental increases year-to-year

home tax

and implement vacancy control to limit

Engage communities who have lived

rent increases between tenancies

experience with homelessness,

Strengthen rules and penalties for

communities that face

renovictions and bad faith evictions to

disproportionate levels of

keep apartments affordable

homelessness, including newcomers

Build 1.5 million homes and 182,000

and racialized people in program

affordable community rental units,

development

including 60,000 supportive homes in 10

Increase funding for culturally

years

appropriate transitional housing

Mandate inclusionary zoning and require

Increase funding for the Landlord

a minimum of 20% affordable units on all

and Tenant Board (LTB) to hire

housing projects above a certain size

additional adjudicators, add

Extend financial support to 311,000

transparency to the appointment

Ontario households via the portable

process, and eliminate forced online

housing benefit

hearing
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Housing
NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY
Reinstate rent control for all tenants
and ensure that all new tenants pay
what the last tenant paid
Build 1.5 million homes, including starter
homes, rental homes, and affordable
housing, in 10 years
Build 250,000 affordable homes and
establish a new public agency (Housing
Ontario) to build affordable homes that
are operated by public, non-profit and
co-op agencies
Encourage responsible development
within existing urban boundaries and
update zoning rules to enable the
construction of more affordable
“missing middle” housing like duplexes,
triplexes and townhomes
Allow first-time buyers with household

LIBERAL PARTY

incomes under $200,000 to access

Deliver province-wide rent control to

home equity loans up to 10% of the

prevent sudden rent hikes

purchase price to help with their down

Build 1.5 million homes in 10 years

payment

Speed up construction and make homes

Help 311,000 households pay the rent

more affordable by cutting through red-

through a portable housing benefit that

tape

assists tenants who can’t afford to pay

Impose new taxes on vacant homes in

their rent in addition to basic

urban areas and developers sitting on

necessities for themselves and their

vacant land

families

Introduce an annual speculation and

Fix the Landlord and Tenant Board,

vacancy tax on residential property on

including restoring the right to in-

all speculators who own homes they

person hearings to make sure tenants

don’t live in, while maintaining the Non-

and landlords get prompt and fair

resident Speculation Tax

hearings before the board
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Health
Anti-Black racism impacts health. Racism can cause stress on the body
and trigger stress-coping behaviours (e.g. smoking) that lead to
disease. Frequent experiences of discrimination have been linked with a
greater chance of obesity and lower self-rated health.
Unequal access to education, income, employment, housing, and food
security (the social determinants of health) can lead to inequities in
health and wellbeing. For example, in 2021, Public Health Ontario
reported that COVID-19 rates were 3 times higher in areas where there
are more racialized people, hospitalization and ICU rates are 4 times
higher for racialized populations, and racialized populations have a
COVID-19 mortality rate that is double that of non-racialized
populations in Ontario. For example, Black people only make up 9% of
Toronto’s overall population, but in January 2021, Black people made 21%
of reported COVID-19 cases in Toronto.
Canada has a long history of undervaluing (and underpaying) care work
and the work of racialized and immigrant women. Racialized women are
disproportionately represented in Canada’s care economy. Women
make up to 90% of nurse aides, 91% of orderlies and patient service
associates, including 90% of personal support workers (PSW),
housekeepers, and related occupations. Among them, racialized women
work in these jobs at nearly 3 times their share of the total labour force.
Black people in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) are more likely to report
poor mental health than people who are not Black. In Ontario,
Caribbean immigrants have a 60% higher risk of psychosis and refugees
from East Africa have a 95% higher risk of psychosis.
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"AS NURSES, WE KNOW THAT RACISM
IS RECOGNIZED AS AN IMPORTANT
DETERMINANT OF HEALTH,
CONTRIBUTING TO HEALTH AND
SOCIAL INEQUITIES. RACISM
CONTINUES TO BE DEEPLY EMBEDDED
IN THE HEALTH SYSTEM AND
STRUCTURES WITHIN CANADA."

Angela Cooper Brathwaite (Registered Nurses' Association of Ontario)
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At A Glance
HEALTH

CONSERVATIVE
PARTY

GREEN PARTY

LIBERAL PARTY

NEW
DEMOCRATIC
PARTY

Increase
access to
culturally
responsive and
anti-racist
health care

Raise wages
for health care
workers

Expand access
to mental
health services

Build more
hospitals and
hire more
health care
workers
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Health
CONSERVATIVE PARTY

GREEN PARTY

Build new hospitals and renew

Address the adverse effects of

existing hospitals over the next 10

racism, homophobia, and

years, adding 3,000 hospital beds

transphobia on people’s ability to

In exchange for committing to

access to healthcare and mental

practice for two years in

health

communities in need, reimburse the

Provide trauma-informed, anti-

full tuition of up to 1,500 nurse

racist, cultural responsiveness

graduates in 2022 and provide

training for all health care

upfront funding to 2,500 post-

professionals

secondary students beginning in

Introduce a minimum wage of $25 for

2023

personal support workers

Provide nurses a $5,000 lump-sum

Increase access to publicly funded

payment, but continue to limit pay

mental health care, including around

increases for public-sector workers,

the clock access

including nurses, to one per cent

Treat mental health and addiction as

until 2025

a public health issue

Invest $1 billion in home care over the

Increase core funding for

next 3 years

community-based, grassroots

Build 30,000 long-term care beds by

mental and physical health supports

2028

in historically under-served,

Establish a new tax credit that would

racialized, and newcomer

provide $110 million for 200,000

communities

senior families

Increase funding to home-care
funding by 20%
Build 55,000 long-term beds by 2033
and at least 96,000 by 2041
Phase out long-term care for-profit
homes and stop licensing new forprofit homes
Expand options to age in place
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Health
LIBERAL PARTY

NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY

Increase wages for health care workers

Provide long-term, home and

including a minimum of $25 for personal

community care that reflects cultural

support workers

languages, food, practices

Expand access to mental health

Hire 10,000 more personal support

services including training 3,000 new

workers and give them a $5 raise above

mental health and addictions

pandemic levels

professionals

Implement a publicly funded program

Hire 100,000 nurses, doctors and other

for mental health care to provide

health care professionals, and ensure

therapy and counselling services

all Ontarians have access to a family

through OHIP

doctor

Reduce the growing waiting list for

Create 58,000 public long-term care

children’s mental health services to 30

spaces

days

End for-profit long-term care and

Hire 30,000 more nurses and expedite

Provide home care for all who need it,

recognition of nursing credentials for

estimated at helping 400,000 seniors by

15,000 internationally trained nurses to

2026

increase staffing levels

Expand a tax credit to help seniors pay

Address the backlog of surgeries by

for home repairs and equipment such

expanding operating room hours to

as wheelchairs, hearing aids, ramps and

increase hospital capacity and hiring

lifts so residents can stay at home as

more health care staff

long as possible

Add 50,000 new long-term beds to the
system by 2030
End for-profit long-term care and
privately operated homes
Spend $1 billion on home care and
implement a property-tax deferral
program for seniors that would allow
homeowners to defer paying taxes until
the sale of the home
Implement a caregiver benefit of $400
per month
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Criminal Justice
80% of Black people in Ontario believe that anti-Black racism in policing
is a problem. Police in Toronto are 7 times more likely to charge Black
people than they are to charge people of other races. However, charges
laid against Black people are more likely to be withdrawn and less likely
to result in conviction.
Police are more likely to use force against, seriously injure and kill Black
people. For example, police in Toronto are 20 times more likely to fatally
shoot Black people than they are to fatally shoot white people.
Black people are overrepresented in provincial and federal prisons. In
2011, Black people made up 20% of the federal prison population in
Ontario. The population of Black boys in Ontario jails is 4 times higher
than their representation in the general population. According to a 2022
report, 1 in 15 young Black men in Ontario have been incarcerated
compared to 1 in 70 young white men. A number of community
organizations have raised concerns that the people in jails and prisons
across Ontario are dying at alarming rates, and being subjected to
physical abuse and racism.
People who have low income, unstable employment and housing, and
poor education and health outcomes are more likely to be involved in
the criminal justice system. This means that they are also unlikely to be
able to pay for a lawyer to protect their rights.
In 2019, Canada’s Black population experienced the highest number of
police reported hate crimes since 2009. Anti-Black hate crimes
accounted for 18% of all hate crimes, making Canada’s Black population
the most commonly targeted group overall that year. According to a
2012 study, the 56% of the people accused of hate crimes targeting
Black people were under age 25, 40% were under 18.
Between 2004 and 2020, racialized people in Ontario accounted for 75%
of the homicide victims in Canada. 44% of those victims were Black.

21

“THE MOST ADVANCED JUSTICE
SYSTEM IN THE WORLD IS A FAILURE
IF IT DOES NOT PROVIDE JUSTICE TO
THE PEOPLE IT IS MEANT TO SERVE.
ACCESS TO JUSTICE IS THEREFORE
CRITICAL. UNFORTUNATELY, MANY
CANADIAN MEN AND WOMEN FIND
THEMSELVES UNABLE, MAINLY FOR
FINANCIAL REASONS, TO ACCESS THE
CANADIAN JUSTICE SYSTEM”

Former Supreme Court of Canada Chief Justice, Beverley McLachlin
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At A Glance
CRIMINAL JUSTICE

CONSERVATIVE
PARTY

GREEN PARTY

LIBERAL PARTY

NEW
DEMOCRATIC
PARTY

Ban racist
policing
practices (e.g.
carding)

Increase public
oversight and
accountability
of police
services

Increase
funding to
legal aid to
provide free
legal services
to people who
cannot afford
them

Put measures
in place to
protect people
from hate
crimes

23
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Criminal Justice
CONSERVATIVE PARTY

LIBERAL PARTY

Provide Toronto police with new

Require all police training to contain de-

resources for community safety and to

escalation, anti-racism, cultural

fight gun and gang violence

sensitivity and mental health

Continue funding Anti-Racism Anti-Hate

Have more mental health workers ready

Grant program

to respond to emergency calls

Continue funding the Safer and Vital

Advocate for a nationwide ban on

Communities Grant to help faith-based

handguns

and cultural organizations enhance
security against hate-motivated violence

GREEN PARTY

NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY

Ban the practice of carding and delete

Reverse cuts to Legal Aid and start

existing data that has been collected

fixing the inadequacies of Ontario’s

from carding in the past

legal aid system

Reform the Special Investigation Unit

Take urgent action to dismantle white

Commit to addressing the

supremacist groups in Ontario

disproportionately violent and

Provide funding to assist religious

discriminatory law enforcement

centres and places of worship with

experienced by Indigenous, Black and

security costs, including cameras and

racialized people

the hiring of security guards

Restore adequate funding to Legal Aid

Review of hate crimes in Ontario and

Ontario by boosting their base budget

launch safe zones around religious

and developing a long-term, structurally

institutions which are often targets of

stable funding plan

hate and intimidation

Develop a 3 digit dedicated crisis
response line and health-focused crisis
response teams to respond to mental
health and substance related calls
Decriminalize drug use, expand safe
consumption sites, and shift funding
from the justice system to healthcare
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About BLAC
MANDATE AND MISSION
The Black Legal Action Centre (BLAC) is a not-for-profit corporation set up under the laws
of Ontario in 2017. BLAC provides free legal services to low and no income Black Ontarians
who are facing a legal issue directly related to anti-Black racism.
Our mission is to educate, advocate, and litigate to combat and eradicate individual and
systemic anti-Black racism in Ontario. BLAC delivers direct legal services, including
information, advice, and representation. We also develop and deliver public legal
education materials and resources, and engage in test case litigation and law reform
initiatives.

416-597-5831

BLAC_Ontario

blacklegalactioncentre.ca

blacklegalactioncentre

blacklegalactioncentre

1-877-736-9406
info@blac.clcj.ca
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